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TALES OF THE UNEXPECTED
An In-depth Interview with Diane Wing, by Liane Buck

Diane Wing, M.A. wants to live in
a world where people feel inspired,
create their ideal future, and
experience a sense of wonder at
everyday magick. She has been in
the business of guiding people to
reach their full potential for over
three decades. With a Master’s
degree in psychology and a
lifetime student of metaphysics,
mysticism, and spirituality,
Diane uses traditional and nontraditional tools to gain insights
intended to produce growth and
harmony in the lives of her clients.
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Diane is dedicated to the practical
application of metaphysical and
psychological concepts to help
her clients understand and trust
themselves,
make
better
decisions, and be more resilient in
the face of change. She inspires
and transforms others to find
clarity and to feel their best as
they work to create their ideal
future. Diane helps them to
realize their greatness and to
come to terms with their truth,
remove delusion, and clear away
misconceptions of the self to reveal
their true nature at a core level
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OMTIMES: Diane, it is a pleasure
to talk to you today. Knowing that
our audience is very familiar with
your work, can you briefly give us a
little background about your work who is Diane Wing?
Diane Wing: It’s my pleasure to be
here! Ever since I was little, the world
felt magickal. [I use magick with a “k”
to differentiate the magic of an
illusionist or stage magician from the
magick that includes your intuitive
abilities and tapping into the flow of
the Universe). The world was
beautiful and mysterious, filled with
things to learn and experience. The
path led me to become a lifetime
student of metaphysics, mysticism,
magick, and spirituality and to achieve
a Master’s degree in psychology.
The world still feels magickal to me;
every act of nature, every energetic
exchange, every new discovery is
perceived through the eyes of
wonder. I now understand that selfknowledge is the key to all magickal
operations; the discovery of our own
Inner Magick is essential to living in
concert with the Universe. We are
the Magician, as in tarot,
orchestrating and creating life in
accordance with our true self.
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Through integration of metaphysical
concepts, coupled with the unification
of spiritual understanding and your
unique perspective, magick can be
incorporated into every aspect of life,
rather than being experienced as a
separate practice. As part of this
integration, we need to let go of fear,
doubt, and worry, be grateful for
everything – and I mean everything in our lives, and stay open to new
possibilities and new perspectives, so
we can see the magick that is within
and around us.
To that end, I’ve created a body of
work focused on knowing the self at
a deep level in order to build selftrust and self-confidence. My books,
both dark fantasy fiction and
enlightening non-fiction, hold lessons
based in Universal and Magickal Law
and energetic consciousness. My
games, Pathways and Insight
Stones®, are systems of metaphysics
designed to facilitate self-discovery,
develop intuitive ability, and to
enhance self-awareness. The
emphasis of my school, Wing
Academy of Unfoldment, and of my
radio show, Wing Academy Radio, is
helping students and listeners learn
ways to take metaphysical and
personal development concepts and
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apply them to everyday life in their
own distinct way.
OMTIMES: You have a wonderful
book about the Tarot. How does the
Tarot interface with the work you
do?
Diane Wing: Thank you! The True
Nature of Tarot: Your Path to Personal
Empowerment discusses tarot as a
tool of enlightenment and
understanding
rather than a way
to predict the
future. Because I
believe in free
will and personal
responsibility
coupled with
Divine Will, using
any tool to predict the future takes
power away from the individual.
Tarot is a great way to understand the
energies around people and
circumstances. When used in this
way, it reveals hidden aspects that
may not be readily apparent by other
means.
Tarot can identify blocks to progress,
factors that may be preventing the
subject from moving forward or
beyond a situation or set of beliefs.
Refusal to address an issue can be
noted and revisited later when the
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inquirer may have progressed far
enough to be able to consider its
value.
It can show the way an inquirer’s
energy is affecting their ideal path
and ways to clear obstacles. It also
shows the higher purpose for what is
going on and the lessons associated
with the circumstances.
The tarot can serve as a powerful
insight tool. In this context, it is a
source of objective representations of
universal concepts that are reflective
of the journey we all take from birth
(The Fool) to self-fulfillment (The
World). Themes throughout the tarot
also represent psychological aspects
of the self. This allows patterns of
behaviors, thoughts, and feelings to
be revealed during the reading,
making it possible to uncover the true
nature of the inquirer and to address
what comes to the surface. Deeper
understanding is the essence of my
work, and tarot is a great
complement to the other techniques I
use to help my clients gain clarity.
OMTIMES: How would you
explain using the Tarot as a tool of
self-discovery?
Diane Wing: Tarot can reflect the
fears and hopes of the inquirer and
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the nature of their relationships with
others.
The idea that a tarot deck must be
gifted is a myth. It is best to choose
your own deck based on what feels
right to you. When interpreting the
cards, the types of associations made
with the images reveals the
underlying beliefs, life experience,
and degree of understanding of the
reader.
As deeper understanding and
perspective change is achieved, the
way the cards are seen and
interpreted is modified and provides
a gauge to assess developmental
progress. As the vibrational level of
the person shifts, the deck is likely to
be replaced to match the new
frequency of the reader. Being aware
of the way you relate to the cards
shows changes in your mindset
overall.
OMTIMES: How did you awaken
to this “unexpected reality”? Were
you accepted by your family and
immediate community?
Diane Wing: I was attracted to
magick from a very young age. I
dreamed of healing others and of
learning the secrets of tarot and
astrology. I read books on the
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supernatural and psychism. My
mother let me sit with her friends as
they discussed metaphysics,
spirituality, and the nature of life.
They would recommend books for me
to read that became the foundation
of my spiritual understanding. I was
surrounded by teachers of mysticism
and magickal practices, including my
grandmother, who practiced a ritual
to remove the evil eye.
Around nine years old, I remember
seeing colors around people and
telling my mother. She encouraged
me to share what I was seeing
without judgment. My neighbor
taught me energetic techniques from
age seven and told me that she
“knew” who I was and felt it was
important to teach me. I wrote
stories and papers for school about
supernatural and alternate worlds and
received high grades from my
teachers. Even in graduate school, I
wrote a paper on precognition for
research methodology class and aced
the assignment with a comment from
my professor that he was surprised
how the topic leant itself to the
exercise.
I was very fortunate in this regard, as I
have met many people who were shut
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down by their families and friends
regarding their intuitive gifts.
OMTIMES: Do you think that
people, aside from their religious
beliefs or lack thereof, should also
receive a comprehensive spiritual
education? What would be your
suggestion for that?
Diane Wing: It depends on the
individual. If they are drawn to
spiritual topics, then getting a
spiritual education would be valuable.
If not, then the non-spiritual person
could still benefit from classes on
energetic consciousness that are not
necessarily based in the belief in a
higher power. At the same time, a
spiritual education can help increase
the level of compassion, inner peace,
and harmony if the person is open to
considering the lessons held within a
spiritual belief system. It also opens
the individual to accepting others and
their beliefs, whether they agree or
not. The main thing is that a spiritual
education, or any type of educational
focus for that matter, is a very
personal choice, best based on
individual goals and interests.
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OMTIMES: How difficult is it for a
recently-awakened person to accept
the concept that we manifest
externally what we create internally?
Diane Wing: The amount of difficulty
varies depending on how open the
person is to taking responsibility for
what is in her life. We create
everything in our lives. It is easy to
see the connections between our
internal and external worlds. If we
feel centered, calm, and focused, the
world looks bright and filled with
potential, relationships are positive,
and every day brings a new
adventure. If we feel anxious,
depressed, and off-center, then the
world looks dark and hopeless, filled
with obstacles that are difficult to
overcome. This mindset builds a selfimposed prison of doom and gloom
that keeps us stuck in old patterns.
Perspective shapes the way we live
life. Changing the perspective
changes, the thoughts and beliefs,
which change the emotions, which
enable us to ultimately change the
things that cause discomfort. We
have the power to shift our reality.
Wishing for things to be different
does not work. Visualization alone
does not work. Significant change
comes from within when we embody
what it is we want to manifest.
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This is the meaning of Gandhi’s
famous quote, “Be the change you
wish to see in the world.” If you want
peace but harbor hatred, your world
is filled with discord. If you cultivate
inner peace, you manifest an ease
and flow in your life.
Anyone can test this concept. If the
individual focuses on complaining,
envy, disappointment, and
entitlement, then they manifest
difficult relationships, upsetting
outcomes, and lack of success. If that
same person stops complaining, asks
what lesson is held within the
situation, and decides that there is a
goal worth working toward, they
manifest a positive outlook,
heightened energy, and better
relationships.
OMTIMES: Another question
comes to mind, is it true that
everyone has ESP capability? In
your personal opinion, is everyone
really naturally psychic, or is this
some extra-sensory skill one must
learn?
Diane Wing: Everyone has natural
psychic or intuitive ability and the
expression of this gift varies in degree
and type. This is what I call Inner
Magick. I believe we have six senses
and that we use our intuitive sense
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quite often and can develop it to the
point of using it every day all day long.
Understanding the nature of our
particular intuitive ability is key. Also,
trusting what comes through is
essential in cultivating a strong
intuitive sense. This is the most
difficult aspect of developing intuitive
gifts.
Just like some people have a stronger
sense of smell or extraordinary
hearing, so do some have a stronger
sixth sense. While there are inherent
individual limitations to the ability,
just as with the other senses, it differs
from the other five senses in that it is
beyond physical limitation and can be
developed and enhanced. Also, there
are times when energetic sensitivity
manifests itself in the other five
senses, such as being able to see an
auric field or hear the activity of
imprinted energies from a time long
past.
The way your
intuitive ability
manifests is
intimately tied to
your true nature.
It is tied to your
knowledge set
and to your
strongest
mundane ability. Emotionally
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sensitive people feel the information.
Those who are more cerebral will
most likely get messages by way of
thoughts. If you have a gift for
knowing what is physically wrong with
someone, then the message will
come through as a physical sensation
or even seeing the anomaly on the
body. It is valuable to explore where
your strongest abilities are and what
circumstances enhance them. I talk
about this extensively in my book, The
True Nature of Energy: Transforming
Anxiety into Tranquility and in my
course on Intuitive Development.
OMTIMES: You are also a
published author and in your many
books, you provide educating
points that help people to
understand their own internal
transformations. How would you
classify the difference between the
old traditional teachings and the
newer New Age philosophy?
Diane Wing: There was a level of
purity to the New Age movement in
the early days (1970s). It was a
melding of occult philosophy with the
human potential movement and the
embodiment of the divine. New Age
followers sought to achieve spiritual
wisdom and self-mastery. Those who
were practitioners and teachers
trained for years before bringing their
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message and services to their clients.
Today, a weekend workshop grants
certification as a
masterful
practitioner, ready to
guide or heal anyone
who walks by. The
lack of expertise so
prevalent in today’s
practitioners has, in
the main, made the
term “New Age”
synonymous with
“woo woo.”
The time of magic bullets, quick fixes,
giving away power, and wishcraft are
behind us. It takes years, if not a
lifetime to truly understand oneself
and one’s place in the Universe, and
the old traditions emphasized this
fact. It is time to return to the idea of
healing yourself before healing
others, and letting go of all that holds
you back—beliefs, history, negative
emotions and thoughts—comes
before entering into the practice of
any sort of healing, guidance, or
divination for others.
The New Age was great for starting
the movement toward spirituality and
self-awareness; now it’s time to take
it to the next level. Spirituality goes
beyond any religion or prescribed way
of being regardless of tradition. It is a
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relationship and connection to the
Divine that requires the seeker to
define its nature and their
relationship to it on a very deep and
personal level.
The Law of Infinite Universes states
that each person sees his universe or
world a different way; therefore, no
two people have identical views of
the world. It’s time we all
determined what our personal
Universe includes and how we want
to experience it. To sum it up, define
the Divine, receive Divine downloads
(what I call intuitive guidance),
understand our relationship with
ourselves, discover the uniqueness
of the Self, and act in accordance
with our true nature guided by
Divine Will. Move beyond crystals
and alternate dimensions;
understand that tools themselves
have no power; learn to effectively
interact in the physical plane in which
you live and go into a deeper
connection with the Divine.
OMTIMES: What advice would you
give to someone that wants to
develop their Spiritual abilities and
become a teacher like yourself?
How does your Mystery school
work?
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Diane Wing: The most important
thing is to address your own issues
before guiding others with theirs.
This takes a lot of hard work and the
courage to look deep within the self.
There are many who feel ready to
teach or to do significant work with
clients, yet have not taken the time to
clear and heal themselves. This has
become rampant and serves to dilute
the work and the credibility of those
who have done the deep work
necessary to be a guide to others. In
graduate school, our professors put
us under a microscope to rid us of
issues that could compromise the
client in a therapy session. We had to
deal with our own stuff before we
could help anyone else. This is also
true in teaching and in spiritual
development.
In every magickal system, the work
starts with the Self. In astrology, the
first house is that of the Self. In tarot,
its images show us the journey of the
Self and the way to deeper selfunderstanding. In The Book of Runes,
Ralph Blum calls it “The Oracle of the
Self.” In occult philosophy, The Great
Work is the work of the Self, and its
tenets and techniques are designed to
go deep into self-discovery to
strengthen one’s gifts and to address
one’s weaknesses. The Work is one
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that results in freedom from anxiety,
detachment from outcomes, trust in
the Universe or natural process, deep
self-awareness, and mindfulness of
the present state of being.
The original Mystery Schools in
ancient Greece, Egypt, and Rome
were exclusive to only a chosen few
and required lots of clearing and
intense work before the most
profound lessons could be learned.
The ultimate goal was mastery of
three primary concepts: know
thyself, develop a will, and connect
with Divine Will. My school, Wing
Academy of Unfoldment, makes
esoteric knowledge accessible and
embraces these fundamental
guidelines.
To become a teacher, I recommend
being at least two levels past the
understanding of your ideal
students. Read everything you can
get your hands on in your chosen
subject to understand various
perspectives. Read until you start to
disagree with certain authors and
then develop your own unique
approach to the material. Test your
theories and see which one’s work for
you and then help your students
cultivate their own thoughts and
techniques on the subject. Embody
the philosophy you teach. Become an
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effective communicator and develop
your unique brand of relaying the
material. Find ways for your students
to apply the information. Socrates
said, “I cannot each anybody
anything. I can only make them
think.” To me, the role of the teacher
is to spark curiosity and encourage
students to get excited about the
topic and make it their own.
According to the Law of Infinite Data,
there is always something new to
learn, so make learning a lifestyle, and
then share the knowledge and
exemplify the path to wisdom.
OMTIMES: Have you worked
directly with the souls of departed
people, or do you just work with the
living?
Diane Wing: I have interacted with
and helped departed friends and
family to cross over, but prefer
working with the living. My practice
focuses on those who remain in their
physical bodies and are ready to
explore ways to successfully navigate
life.
OMTIMES: Do you believe in using
tools to develop one’s intuition and
extrasensory gifts? If so, what can
you tell us about Insight Stones®?
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There are many tools that are highly
effective for developing intuitive
ability. Tarot, astrology, and Insight
Stones®, to name a few, act as
triggers to open to intuitive messages.
The limitation is that no tool can make
you trust yourself; only practice and
validation of the messages can foster
self-trust.

landing in Philly, I rushed home and
immediately got on my computer to
create the game board and write the
guidebook.
You can use it with the stones or with
the pendulum (included in the kit); by
yourself or with your friends.
To purchase a set of the Insight
Stones®, click here.
OMTIMES: Do you have anyone
inside the
Spiritual/Paranormal/Metaphysical
industry that had inspired you to
become the Professional you are
today? If so, who and how?

Insight Stones® is unique in that it
came to me in a powerful Divine
Download. I was on a plane looking
out the window watching the setting
sun create prismatic colors on the
clouds. I closed my eyes and in a
flash, I was shown the game board,
the components needed to make the
tool effective, which seven stones,
trees, planets, and colors should be
included, and the need for the
seasons at the corners of the board. I
grabbed my notebook and starting
drawing and writing down the
guidance I was receiving. After
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My earliest influences were Carlos
Castaneda and Baird T. Spalding.
They took years to cultivate their
knowledge and to experience
profound change through exploration
and consultation with true masters.
Castaneda’s work changed the
existing paradigm at the time
regarding the nature of reality and
what it means to be a spiritual
warrior. I recommend reading them
in order, as each book builds on the
concepts of the previous one.
Spalding traveled to the highest
mountains and remotest temples to
experience the miracles of The
Masters of the Far East he talks about
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in his five-volume work Life and
Teachings of the Masters of the Far
East. Both of these authors
influenced my views of personal
power and energetic consciousness.
While their work is extensive, reading
and assimilating their ideas is time
well spent. Additionally, Paul Foster
Case and Franz Bardon have
enhanced my understanding of
spiritual unfoldment (Case) and the
Universal and Magickal Laws
associated with Hermetics (Bardon).
In all of these philosophical
explorations, the emphasis is on the
inner work required to achieve true
mastery and wisdom.
OMTIMES: How people can
contact you, take your courses and
acquire your books?
Right now I have two websites:
ForestMagick.com, which has
everything except the self-study
courses, and DianeWing.com, where
Wing Academy Online is slated to

launch in January, 2016. In the
meantime, I teach live classes in the
Philadelphia area, which are listed on
the events page at ForestMagick.com.
Click “free stuff” on the menu of
ForestMagick.com to access tons of
articles, archived newsletters, a
special report, and poetry and also
visit Wing Academy Radio is ondemand.
My other books, Thorne Manor and

Other Bizarre Tales, Trips to the
Edge: Tales of the Unexpected, and
Coven: The Scrolls of the Four
Winds are all available on Amazon,
Barnes & Noble, Kobo, and iBooks.
The two games of self-awareness:
Insight Stones®, and an interactive game
for the web called Pathways: an interactive
journey of self-discovery are available at
ForestMagick.com.
Get my Weekly
Wisdom newsletter
and to be the first to
get updates on classes
and the new website,
join my community.

Liane Buck is the Editor in Chief of OMTimes
Magazine.
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